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We dtscuss matrix finite dtfference and ordmary dtfferential equations m terms of 
their dynamtcal solutions which correspond to Green functtons for initial-value 
problems. Explicit formulas, which make no use of Jordan decomposttrons, are 
dertved by using the LaplaceeStteltJes transform. The sttuatron for invertmg matrtx 
polynomtals ts also constdered. ‘1 1990 Aademr Pm\. Ini 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall be concerned with the inversion of the matrix equation 
.uy)U =.f; (1) 
where L(~)=~“‘+FI,~“‘+~ + . . . + A, is a polynomial with square matrix 
coefficients A, of order n x n. 
The indeterminate y will stand for the derivative operator d/dr when U 
and f’ are matrix functions of time t or the translation operator 
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EU, =Uk+] when U and f are discrete matrix functions. For both cases, 
we shall prescribe the initial data 
Y “-‘U(O), y”-’ U(O), ..‘, YU(O), U(O). (2) 
When y is a scalar, we let U and F be constant matrices and we simply seek 
to invert the matrix polynomial L(y). 
Our goal will be to express the solution U in terms of the solution D of 
the dynamical problem 
L(y)D = 0, (3) 
1 ‘+‘D(O)=Z,D(O)=yD(O)= ... =+‘P2)D(0)=0, 
where I denotes the identity matrix. This solution will be determined in a 
direct manner, that is, we avoid the use of Jordan forms of companion 
matrices as it is done in [6]. To find the inverse of a matrix polynomial 
L(s) we simply observe its relationship with the transfer function associated 
with D. 
2. THE OPERATIONAL EQUATION 
By introducing the binary continuous-discrete variable %Y(t, k) = 
au(t) + bU,, where a and b are real numbers such that a + b = 1, ab = 0, we 
can consider (1) as an unified equation for both difference and differential 
equations. It will be understood in the sequel that y%(t, k) = 
a~(‘)( t) + bU k+l’ 
Given the matrix functions of bounded variation 
a,(t)=aj’ U”‘(S)dS+b i U,+,H(t-k), n<t<n+l,n30integer, 
0 k=O 
where H(t) is the Heaviside function, we have 
where 9’ and Z stand for the Laplace and 2 transforms, respectively. 
Clearly, the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms [ 123 
are equal to the above binary combination of Laplace and Z transforms. 
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Applymg L into (1) yields the operutionul eqwtiorl 
Lti(t,k)=uL~ ‘(s)[Q(s)+F(s)]+hL ‘(-)[H(:)+E(r)l. 14) 
where r = P’. L “( t, k) = U(s, z), and Q(s), H(z) are the matrix polynomials 
17, I ,>1 / 1 
Q(.\,= c Q,(s) u”‘(O), Q,(s)= 1 A,.s”~ ’ ’ ’ (Cl 
/= 0 , = I, 
,,? 1 l?i / I 
H(z)= 1 H,(z) v:, H,(z) = 1 .4,:‘” ’ ‘. (hl 
, = 0 , _ 0 
Here A,, = I is the identity matrix, and the functions F(s), E(; ) are the 
respective transforms of f( 1) and Fk. 
It turns out from the operational equation (4) that 
‘Ic(t,k)= c ~;(t,k)~“‘~(o,o)+‘~,,, , * 3, (7) 
/-= 0 
where the matrix functions %,(t, k) = aC,( t) + K,,, satisfy the initial-value 
problems 
L(1’)%-;(t. k)=O 
;“%((O, 0) = s,,z, j = 0, I. .,.. 112 - 1. 
and the term C,,, , * 9 denotes the usual convolution 
UC,,, I (t) *j’+hC’,,, *F, 
with 
C,(t)= Ip ‘(L ‘(s) Q,(s)). C,, =Z ‘(L ‘(-1 H,(z)). (9) 
3. DYNAMICAL SOLUTION 
We shall refer to the solution %,,, ,( t, k) as being the d~wamicul solution 
of the homogeneous equation L%(t, k) = 0 and we denote it by D( t, k). 
Thus 
D(t,k)=aD(t)+hD,. (10) 
where 
L(?;)D(t, k)=O (11) 
1 “‘~‘D(O,O)=Z,“) “‘-‘D(O,O)= ... =~D(o.o)=D(o,o)=o. 
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Due to the rational character of L-‘(s), we can write 
y’D(t, k)=&Jr Lpl(s)[us’e”‘+bsk+‘] ds, j=O, 1 3 . . . . m, (12) 
where Z is a closed contour large enough to enclose the poles of L-‘(s). 
It follows from (5), (6), (9), (12) that 
??-/-I 
%,(t, k)= c ym-Jp’p’D(t, k)A,, (13) 
/=O 
which tells us that all the information for the matrix equation L@(t, k) = 0 
is carried by the dynamical solution and its derivatives. When we transform 
(1) into a higher-dimensional first-order system, through the companion 
matrix approach, we have to deal with the whole exponential of the com- 
panion matrix. The expression (13) tells us that this should not be the case. 
Only the last column of such an exponential is what actually counts [9]. 
4. COMPUTING THE DYNAMICAL SOLUTION 
We now come to the task of finding a formula for the dynamical solution 
that could be suitable for computing. By setting j= 0 in (12) we could, in 
principle, use residue theory. But this would require the evaluation of 
higher-order derivatives of the inverse of the matrix polynomial L(S). We 
shall contour this task in the following manner. 
The first-order initial-value matrix problem YE( t, k) + &E( t, k) = 0, d 
NxN 
E(0, 0) = z (14) 
has the solution 
E(I,~)=&.$~ (sZ+d)~’ [aeSt+bsk] ds. (15) 
We can write (sZ+ &‘)’ = B(s)/P(s), where 
P(s) = det[sZ+ &] = c bksnmk, b,=l (16) 
k=O 
and 
B(s) = adj(,Z+ &) = 1 Bksk, 
k=O 
(17) 
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with 
B,, ,=LB, x ,=dB,, k+h,I, k= 1, 7, . . . . N- 1. 
By using this latter recursion, the adjunct matrix B(s), formed with the 
cofactors of (sl+ &‘), can be conveniently written as 
B(s) = t ‘f h,s’ ’ ‘.d” ‘. (18) 
,=I ,=n 
Thus 
E(t,k)= c ‘x1 h,[+-+rS’ ’ ‘~;;+hsh’ds].d~’ ‘. 
,=n ,=n 
We now observe that these contour integrals are just the values 
-,” ’ ‘n( t, k), where d(t, k) is the dynamical solution of the scalar equation 
P(y)d(r, k)=O 
(1’)) 
y,” ‘40, 0) = 1, yrn ‘d(O,O)= “’ =~d(O,O)=d(O.O)=0. 
Consequently, 
E(t, k)= 1 c h,y’ ’ ‘d(t, k).w’,2 ’ 
,=I I = 0 
=,T, cN ,(f, k).rJ,’ ‘3 (‘0) 
where the second equality comes from (13); that is, the coefficients c,( t. A-) 
satisfy 
(31) 
0, (03 0) = d,, > i=o, 1, . . . . m- 1. 
Formula (20) establishes that E( t, k) is a matrix polynomial in .d whose 
coeffkients are identified as solutions of the scalar equation (19). The fact 
that E(t, k) is a matrix polynomial is actually a consequence of the 
Cayley-Hamilton theorem. This is found in the usual literature of control 
and differential equations [4, 51. However, the precise identification of the 
coefficients seems new to us. 
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The computing of the dynamical solution D(t, k) offers no difficulty. We 
have 
0 
0 d(r,k)=[zO~~~o]E(t,k) . ) II I 
where d denotes the companion matrix 
0 -I 0 .” 0 
0 0 -I ‘.’ 0 
0 0 0 . . -I 
A,,, A,,-, A,,-, ... A, 1 
Let d(t) be the solution of the scalar initial-value problem (19), y = d/dt, D, 
be the solution of the matrix-difference quation 
Dk+m +A] Dk+,,m.,+ ... +A,D,=O 
(22) 
D ,,p,=Z,Dm .2= ‘.. =D,=D,=O, 
and dk be the solution of the scalar initial-value problem 
d ,c+mn+b, h+m-1 + . . . + b,, d, = 0 
d mnp,=1,dmn-2= ... =d,=do=O. 
(23) 
THEOREM 1. The dynamical solution of the matrix differential equation 
dm)( t) + A,uCm - I) (t)+ ... +A,u(t)=O, 
where the A,‘s are n x n matrices, is given by 
mn I-1 
D(t) = c ‘c 6, d”-‘- “(t) Dmnp,. 
,=I r=O 
THEOREM 2. The solution of the initial-value dfference 
given by 
(24) 
problem (22) is 
,=I r-0 
We should observe that the coefficients 6, of the characteristic polyno- 
mial P(s) can be calculated through the Faadevaa-Frame-Leverrier 
algorithm. 
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5. INVERSION OF MATRIX POLYNOMIALS 
At the beginning of the last section, we mentioned the difficulties m 
computing the derivatives of L ‘(3) where L(s) is the matrix polynomial 
L(s)= f A,.? ~‘, .4,, = z 
, = 0 
with A, being n x n. The actual reason is the fact that we do not have at 
our disposal an analytical expression for L I(s). We shall reconsider this 
question. 
Making a = 1, b = 0 in the operational equation (4). we have 
L-‘(s)= -W(D(f)). 
Thus, from Theorem 1 
L-‘(J)= C 2 b,4,-,-,(.~)D,m (3 
,=I r=o 
(27) 
where 
l-l-7 
qs, ,m~,(s)=s’-‘-1/4(s)- 1 s’ I 2-~hd’k’(0) 
k=O (18) 
d(s) = l/P(S) = Y(A( t)). 
We should observe that from (17), we have 
(.~l+.d)--~= C 2 b,s’ ’ ‘.a/~’ ‘P(x) ’ 
,=I ,=(I 
This expression also follows from (27), because LI’~‘(O) = 0 for k < Ic’-- 1 
implies fj, , r(s) = s’-‘+ I d(s). 
Formula (27) is certainly valid for Re s > a where r is an upper bound 
for the real parts of the roots of P(s). We leave the task of verifying its 
validity for any s not a root of P(S). From a numerical point of view, 
Eq. (17 ) would be amenable provided we can evaluate the coefficients 4, (s). 
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